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Overview of the Year

● Continuation of Toolkit development: Writing our vision and rationale for Computing, plotting a
Curriculum Map and progression of skills.

● Provision of new Computing Curriculum from Kapow.
● Development and provision of new hardware - Chromebooks, iPads, Technology EYFS toys
● Timetable and rota for hardware and peripherals
● Development of Google Classroom usage - training, guidance etc
● Internet Safety Day - planned and coordinated each year
● Children involved in development of a Google Meet Acceptable Use Policy
● Implementation of Digital Literacy curriculum following identification of gaps in E-Safety provision
● Risk Assessment for Online Safety:

○ Formation of Online Safety Team and designation of Online Safety Lead
○ Development of Online Safety Policy
○ Purchase of Online Boost+ Tool for reporting online safeguarding incidents
○ Purchase of Natterhub Curriculum in order to create good, young Digital Citizens with a

well-balance Digital Lifestyle (beginning January 2022)
● January ‘22. Natterhub purchased and rolled out. Lessons taught 1x week in every year group.
● February ‘22 - Online Safety Group established and first meeting held.
● March ‘22 - Update Governors on Computing
● Raising the profile of Digital Citizenship within the School
● Sept ‘22 Online Safety Group - elections to be held
● Sept ‘22 Techsperts - Year 6 children to provide technical support to younger learners in Computing

lessons

Curriculum Intent, Implementation, Impact - reflect on your intent, what has been implemented & the impact this has had

Intent At St Mark’s, we understand the need for a strong, high-quality computing education
which provides children with a set of essential skills required in today’s technological
world. Our aim is to present our pupils with a strong and exciting computing curriculum
that ensures continuity and progression, and allows our children to become confident and
independent technology users. Our aim is to develop a range of skills which can be
enhanced and utilised in a range of curriculum subjects. As they progress through their
computing learning, pupils will grow to understand how to use technology purposefully
and appropriately. Our children will be able to demonstrate their learning behaviours of
resilience and creativity as they become planners and complex problem solvers during a
range of programming tasks. Throughout their time at St Mark’s, our pupils will be
encouraged to use their knowledge from a range of different subjects to develop as
critical computer thinkers. Central to our computing curriculum is that every child is taught
how to use the Internet and all technology in a safe and respectful way and how to act
appropriately online. Our pupils will have a strong awareness of the precautions they
should take to stay safe online and what to do if issues occur. With the growing concerns
over technology and mental health, we will discuss the positive and negative impacts of
devices in the modern world and how to ensure they do not take over our lives!
Our Computing curriculum enables pupils to meet the end of Key Stage Attainment
targets outlined in the National curriculum and the aims align with those in the National
curriculum.
When used in conjunction with Natterhub teaching materials and Heartsmart (RSE &
PSHE scheme), our Computing curriculum also satisfies all the objectives of the DfE's

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/896323/UKCIS_Education_for_a_Connected_World_.pdf


Education for a Connected World framework.

Implementation Our Computing curriculum aims to cover three main strands which run throughout:
● Computer science -the study of the principles and use of computers
● Information technology -the study or use of systems for storing, retrieving, and

sending information
● Digital Literacy - the skills you need to live, learn, and work in a society where

communication and access to information is increasingly through digital
technologies

Within these strands the curriculum is then further segmented into five key strands:
● Computer systems and networks
● Programming
● Creating media
● Data handling
● Online safety

A designated slot for using the Chromebooks is given once a week and other peripherals
can be booked out using a Google doc.
Provision for staff CPD is made within the Kapow scheme.
The profile of Online Safety is being raised by implementing Acceptable Use Policies for
parents and pupils.
Use of teaching materials from Natterhub link to the RSHE curriculum.

Impact From the implementation of our Computing, Digital Lifestyle and RSHE Curriculum, we
aim for the children to be:

● Be critical thinkers and able to understand how to make informed and
appropriate digital choices in the future.

● Understand the importance that computing will have going forward in both
their educational and working life and in their social and personal futures.

● Understand how to balance time spent on technology and time spent away
from it in a healthy and appropriate manner.

● Understand that technology helps to showcase their ideas and creativity. They
will know that different types of software and hardware can help them achieve
a broad variety of artistic and practical aims.

● Show a clear progression of technical skills across all areas of the National
curriculum - computer science, information technology and digital literacy.

● Be äble to use technology both individually and as part of a collaborative team.
● Be aware of online safety issues and protocols and be able to deal with any

problems in a responsible and appropriate manner.
● Have an awareness of developments in technology and have an idea of how

current technologies work and relate to one another.
● Meet the end of key stage expectations outlined in the National curriculum for

Computing.

What Performance Information do you monitor for your subject? - such as book looks, data, planning, pupil conferencing etc
● Pupil conferencing, lesson observations, outcome of work
● Computing assessment procedures are in place

What was progress like within your subject? - eg - good, assessment shows …
● Prior to the introduction of our new curriculum, teacher subject knowledge was limited and this was

reflected in the children’s progress.
● Following implementation of assessment procedures, we will have a clearer idea of children’s

progress. There is still development going on here, but initial indications are very pleasing.

What THREE questions are you considering for future developments in your subject? - eg - effective fieldwork,
teacher confidence, more engagement, pupil views, units that make the biggest impact and why etc

● What CPD is provided for Curriculum Leaders in order for them to become experts in their field and
for them to provide support for all staff? Current CPD offered in Kapow training videos for teachers to
access as and when. Some videos are quite basic, so we are considering the need for ‘Twilight’
training sessions for some topic areas e.g. how to use a micro:bit.

● How can we assess the children accurately when they work in pairs? Should we increase the

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/896323/UKCIS_Education_for_a_Connected_World_.pdf


number of Chromebooks in order for children to work individually? Y5 have trialled blocking
Computing sessions to ensure children have access to their own device.

● How can evidence be collected digitally?

How does your subject help to further develop inclusion and diversity in and outside the school gates? - how
does your subject promote inclusion (SEND, vulnerable pupils, EAL etc) How does your subject promote & bring to life diversity?

● SEND - children use voice recognition software to aid word processing.
● Lessons are adapted and differentiated to suit the learner. Computer partner often in mixed-ability to

peer-tutor.
● Examples/images all represent different ages and genders. Computing diversity presentation

distributed to teachers to share each half term.

If there was ONE thing you could change or develop in your subject what would it be?
● To give more time to offer training opportunities to staff - both for curriculum and general online safety

What resources have you added to support your subject this year and what was their impact on learning? -eg
- new PE equipment, science equipment, history boxes, DT booklets etc.

● Kapow curriculum
● 75 new Chromebooks, 15 iPads, 1 allocated iPad/tablet per year group
● Micro:bits and 15 more iPads
● Natterhub
● Online Safety BOOST/Whisper

What key resources do you still need and why? Maximum of three!
● 45 Chromebooks
● Tech toys for EYFS - constantly need replacing as they break easily.
● Tinker resources - old technology and devices, mechanical toys

Why do we teach what we teach?

What are the
key skills for
your subject?

● Understanding how computer systems and networks work
● Programming and developing code
● Creating media using cameras and editing software
● Using software to represent data
● Being safe online and having a balanced digital lifestyle

How do you
ensure that
every skill is
taught within
your subject?

● There is a comprehensive and thorough knowledge and skills progression
document which is carefully matched to each year group. The skills build on what
has been taught in previous year groups and key stages. Skills are identified for
each unit and each lesson.

What is your
rationale for the
curriculum
organisation of
your subject?
Inc. time allocation,
how often it is taught,
links to other subjects
& why,

● Six topics a year linked to an overarching theme.
● Links are made where relevant with other subjects.
● Planning now follows the Kapow Primary curriculum.
● Computing tasks are much more defined to show Computing subject knowledge

and follow a clear progression.

What have you
done to confirm
that everything
in the NC is
covered?

We follow Kapow Primary planning which offers full coverage of the KS1 and KS2
Computing curriculum. The National Curriculum strands are categorised into three areas:

● Digital Literacy
● Computational Thinking
● Computers and Hardware
●

The national curriculum has six objectives for KS1 and seven objectives for KS2.
Although not explicitly defined in the curriculum, these objectives can be split into three
distinct strands; computer science, information technology and digital literacy.

Computer Science (CS) is the ‘foundation’ of the subject (i.e. the underlying principles



that make up the subject).

Information Technology (IT) is how you ‘apply this knowledge’ and understanding to
purposefully create and make things.

Digital Literacy (DL) is about considering the ‘implications’ of how you going about doing
this.

Our Online Safety curriculum comes from Natterhub. Natterhub has been developed
following recommendations made by the Department for Education, the UK Council for
Internet Safety (UKCIS) and the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) regarding the
online safety curriculum.

Describe what a
good learner of
your subject
looks like when
they leave St
Mark’s.What are
the key components of
a good learner in your
subject?

E-SAFETY
…understands what it means to keep themselves and others safe online.

IMPACT
…understands what technology is, the forms in which it exists, and how it affects our lives
– both good and bad.

BASIC SKILLS
…has secure skills in computing, including: mouse and typing skills; manipulating files
and folders; logging in; networking & printing.

CREATING
…is able to create, publish and analyse information in a variety of formats using a variety
of software tools, including media.

PROGRAMMING
…understands what algorithms and software programs are, how they work, and how to
design, debug and manipulate them.

NETWORKING
…understands computer networks including the internet, and the opportunities they offer
for communication and collaboration.

MODELLING
…understands how computers help us to represent real life situations.

What does marking, feedback and assessment look like in your subject?
● Live verbal feedback
● ‘Debugging’ during sessions
● Kapow quiz at the end of the unit
● Teacher judgement recorded in subject assessment record

How do you know marking, feedback and assessment has been effective for children’s progress?
● Feedback - this is effective because it is immediate and addresses misconceptions as they occur.
● Assessment - this is specific to each unit of work and highlights children who will need further

assistance next time the resources/software are used.

What provision do you make for SEND & vulnerable children in your subject? - how is work scaffolded, how might tasks
be adapted?

● SEND - children use voice recognition software to aid word processing.
● Lessons are adapted and differentiated to suit the learner. Computer partners are often of a mixed

ability to enable peer-tutoring.

How do you ensure ‘challenge’ for all in your subject and in particular those who are GDS? - what could children
who progress quickly or already know things be challenged?

● All children should be exposed to the same challenge but with scaffolds and prompts available for
those who need it. GDS children to work independently and provide suggestions for other peers.
GDS pupils to be invited to become Computer Chip Champions to support children in KS1.



What training and development have you received in your subject? - courses, books read, social media followed, subject
associations joined etc.

● Online CPD via Kapow and Boost+
● Computing association joined
● Self-training in use of software and hardware and getting to know our curriculum

How has this training and development impacted the learning and progress of children?
● Having the skills to teach the subject has an obvious impact on the progress of the children.

What barriers to developing your subject have you encountered and how have you overcome these?
● Training and not enough resources or connectivity with printers (now improved).
● The need for time out as subject leads to work together to regularly monitor online safety as it is a

constantly evolving area.

What are the key elements of your action plan for September 2022?
● Online Safety Policy and Implementation, procedure for reporting Safeguarding incidents via Online

Boost+ introduced to staff
● Introducing Whisper
● Beginning Pupil Online Safety Team
● Second OSG meeting
● Begin training Year 6 Techsperts

What makes your subject ambitious?

In our local area, children generally have a good skill set in technology and computing. We know this as a
result of our pupil conferencing and discussions with staff and parents. We also know about this following
the period of Home Learning in lockdown where children used the Internet and devices to access Google
Classrooms. We do not relax our expectations knowing that our children have good prior knowledge and
computing skills. Instead, our Computing curriculum has had to be thorough and ambitious to meet the
children where they are and move them forward swiftly. Within our curriculum we introduce technically
advanced language and we expect children to develop the use of logic and reasoning skills. Our curriculum
pushes our staff to learn more themselves as they build their own levels of knowledge and understanding. It
is updated regularly to match the nature of a subject that is constantly changing and moving forward. This
means we always need to update and improve the resources we have so that the technology is relevant and
as up to date as possible. The curriculum is sequenced in great detail to ensure progression and
importantly, this begins in Year R.

What are the key aspects of your subject that you want children to learn?

At St Mark’s we want our children to:
show a clear progression of technical skills across all areas of the National Curriculum - computer
science, information technology and digital literacy.
learn skills in computing, including: mouse and typing skills; manipulating files and folders; logging in;
networking & printing.
be able to create, publish and analyse information in a variety of formats using a variety of software
tools, including media.
to understand what algorithms and software programs are, how they work, and how to design, debug
and manipulate them.
to understand computer networks including the internet, and the opportunities they offer for
communication and collaboration.
be critical thinkers and able to understand how to make informed and appropriate digital choices in
the future.
understand how to balance time spent on technology and time spent away from it in a healthy and
appropriate manner.
understand what it means to keep themselves and others safe online.



What does SEN look like in your subject?

Children with EHCPs and significant SEN work alongside supporting adults during Computing lessons at St
Mark’s. There are computer mice and we have voice recognition software available for children with
hand-eye coordination difficulties and for those who struggle with typing and Literacy. We make use of
programmable toys with fewer functions such as simplified remote controls for cars with two controls rather
than multiple controls. Children work in mixed ability pairs to offer support to one-another. We have a team
of Year 6 Techsperts who are available to support classes across the school when they are working with new
devices and software.


